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Introduction and summary
'It is a sobering thought that the only way to solve many engineering problems is still by trial and error' (from 'Problem solving: smart guess work,' The Economist, 28 July 1984).
Heuristic solution methods for combinatorial optimization problems are often based on local neighborhood searches. Each solution is associated with a given collection of neighbors (the neighborhood). At each iteration, the current solution is replaced by one of its improving neighbors provided the latter exist. Otherwise, the algorithm terminates with the current solution. These deterministic search procedures, while generating monotonically improving sequences of solutions, encounter the following probems:
probability. All acceptance probabilities depend on a control parameter c which is reduced to 0 as the algorithm progresses. As c decreases to 0, the acceptance probabilities for deteriorating (improving) switches converge to 0 (1) according to prespecified acceptance probability functions (a.p.f.).
It appears that the annealing concept was first developed in statistical mechanics, motivated by an analogy to the behavior of physical systems in the presence of a heat bath, see Metropolis et al. (1953) The algorithm converges to the set of global optima with probability 1. In addition, for annealing methods satisfying the third property we identify a bound on the rate of convergence.
For practitioners reachability is perhaps the most important of the four properties since it is easy to keep track of the best solution encountered in the course of the algorithm. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the four properties apply to general discrete problems, search heuristics and acceptance probability functions and are shown to be tight for the most commonly used a.p.f.'s. For example, for the most popular of all investigated a.p.f.'s ('exponential' or 'Metropolis' probabilities) these conditions imply the existence of two (problem-dependent) constants K1 and K2 such that all four properties hold if Ck > K,/log k for k sufficiently large while they all fail to hold in any problem with suboptimal local minima if ck _ K2/log k (for k sufficiently large). Many of the proposed annealing algorithms (see Aragon et al. (1985) and the references therein) thus fail to exhibit any of these properties for any problem with suboptimal local optima. Iterative solution methods specify a topology or neighborhood structure on X; each soution i (1 _ i < N) is uniquely associated with a neighborhood Xi c X of all the solutions that can be reached from i in a single iteration. In a reasonable neighborhood structure, one of the global optima (say solution 1) can be reached from any other solution through neighbor switches. Thus, let n be an integer such that solution 1 can be reached from any solution through no more than n switches. For the K-median problem, with K a given positive integer, for example, the greedy add/interchange methods are among the most powerful heuristics, see Cornuejols et al. (1977) . In one such method the neighborhood of a given set of medians is given by the collection of sets which may be obtained by adding a point outside of the current set or by substituting this point for one that currently is in the set. In this case n is given by the number of points and Xi I = O(Kn)<N = O(nK) (iEX). Note that the neighborhood structure is not symmetric, i.e. ifj E Xis a neighbor of i EX, the converse may fail to hold.
The dynamics of a simulated annealing method are as follows: assume the current solution is i (1 _ i _ N). A specific neighbor j E X is generated (as a potential successor) with probability g1j. 
The equivalence of weak and strong ergodicity ((b) (c)) fails to hold for general non-stationary chains, see Isaacson and Madsen (1976) and Anily and Federgruen (1985a).
For any matrix A, let || A || = maxi IAj I . We now discuss the implications of Theorem 2 for the most commonly used a.p.f.'s. 
Main results

Theorem 2 below states necessary and sufficient conditions for properties (a)-(d). Let
